
 
  

      
 

  

 

 

 

 

We are looking for a Software Test Engineer who will be involved in the quality assurance stage of 

software development and deployment. The person will work together with Development to 

understand requirements, design & code appropriate test scenarios and conduct automated and 

manual tests to ensure the software created by developers is bug-free and meets requirements.  

He/ she will install and configure testing automation framework fit for the specific application-to-

be-tested needs as well as design and prepare test-run reports and maintain the continuous 

integration platform that will help generate the code-base that will be tested.  

The ideal candidate will have a good background in QA/testing activities, able to imagine and 

propose effective test scenarios. He/ she is also proficient in coding test scenarios into test-

automation frameworks (like Cucumber), execute tests (automated or on-demand) and 

communicate results to developers. Software Test Engineer will also maintain a set of manual 

scenarios to be run manually, whenever automated testing of those situations is not feasible nor 

practical.  

Personality-wise, we are looking for someone who works and is willing to learn independently 

from crowd-sourced materials. Ability to multi-task/work on concurrent projects, have the ability 

to communicate in an understandable, polite and friendly manner are highly regarded. 

Day to day job: 

 Meet project stakeholders to understand requirements and scope of projects 

 Work with software developers to understand the areas of functionality that need to be 

tested 

 Design test scenarios that will cover functional requirements 

 Design web browser automation test-scripts as well  

 Additionally, design test scenarios that will ensure a good product is released (like corner-

case testing, boundary testing) as well as, when required, non-functional testing 

(performance & stress testing) 

 Select the right strategy and/or technologies to develop the test scenarios 

 Write and execute automated test scenarios, as well as run manual tests when needed 

 Write/generate/automate test reports 
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 For released products, develop new tests to prevent reissuance of bugs (regression testing) 

 Create, install, configure, maintain and backup the testing platforms 

Job Qualifications 

 Experience with at least one Testing Automation framework (e.g. Cucumber) 

 Experience with automated web browser/UI testing frameworks (e.g. Watir) 

 Experience with Continuous Integration frameworks (e.g. Jenkins) 

 ANT – for Build Automation  

 Patience to run on-demand manual testing suites (when needed) 

 Ability to multi-task/work on concurrent projects 

 Interest in learning new technologies as the context/clients may demand 

 Ability to communicate in an understandable, polite and friendly manner, both written and 

verbal  

 Good English language - spoken/written 

If you enjoy working in a friendly, flexible, yet dynamic work environment, then ACROM is the right 

choice for you.  

We invite you to send us the updated cv at: hr@acrom.ro 

Thank you! 
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